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Doping Rules and Doping Prototypes in A 2 BO 4  Spinel 
Oxides
 A 2 BO 4  spinels constitute one of the largest groups of oxides, with potential 
applications in many areas of technology, including (transparent) conducting 
layers in solar cells. However, the electrical properties of most spinel oxides 
remain unknown and poorly controlled. Indeed, a signifi cant bottleneck 
hindering widespread use of spinels as advanced electronic materials is the 
lack of understanding of the key defects rendering them as p-type or n-type 
conductors. By applying fi rst-principles defect calculations to a large number 
of spinel oxides the major trends controlling their dopability are uncovered. 
Anti-site defects are the main source of electrical conductivity in these com-
pounds. The trends in anti-sites transition levels are systemized, revealing 
fundamental “doping rules”, so as to guide practical doping of these oxides. 
Four distinct doping types (DTs) emerge from a high-throughput screening 
of a large number of spinel oxides: i) donor above acceptor, both are in the 
gap, i.e., both are electrically active and compensated (DT-1), ii) acceptor 
above donor, and only acceptor is in the gap, i.e., only acceptor is electrically 
active (DT-2), iii) acceptor above donor, and only donor is in the gap, i.e., only 
donor is electrically active (DT3), and iv) acceptor above donor in the gap, i.e., 
both donor and acceptor are electrically active, but not compensated (DT-4). 
Donors and acceptors in DT-1 materials compensate each other to a varying 
degree, and external doping is limited due to Fermi level pinning. Acceptors 
in DT-2 and donors in DT-3 are uncompensated and may ionize and create 
holes or electrons, and external doping can further enhance their concentra-
tion. Donor and acceptor in DT-4 materials do not compensate each other, 
and when the net concentration of carriers is small due to deep levels, it can 
be enhanced by external doping. 
  1. Introduction 

 A 2 BX 4  [  1  ]  spinels (X  =  O, S, Se, Te) [  2,3  ]  comprise a broad group 
of chalcogenides containing two metal atoms (A and B), being 
either III-valent and II-valent cations (giving the III 2 -II-VI 4  spinel 
group,e.g., Al 2 MgO 4 ) or II-valent and IV-valent cations (giving 
the II 2 -IV-VI 4  spinel group,e.g., Cd 2 SnO4. There are about 1000 
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known spinels including  ∼ 130 oxides, 
some of them explored previously for fer-
roelectricity, [  4  ]  ferromagnetism, [  5  ]  super-
conductivity, [  6  ]  thermoelectricity, [  7–10  ]  and 
catalytic properties. [  11,12  ]  Only recently this 
large group of materials has been tapped 
for its potential in electronic and opto-
electronic applications .  [  13–16  ]  Such appli-
cations would require fi rst and foremost 
that these materials can be doped n-type 
and/or p-type, even though the perfectly 
stoichiometric III 2 -II-VI 4  or II2-IV-VI 4  sys-
tems generally form a closed-shell octet, 
and hence tend to be insulators. 

 It is important to realize that doping 
in spinels can follow different rules from 
doping in traditional electronic mate-
rials, such as Si or GaAs. The main rea-
sons are that (a) spinels have both octa-
hedral and tetrahedral occupied cation 
sites, and (b) that spinels often contain 
multivalent elements such as transition 
metal ions. These ions (can) switch their 
valence when moved from one coordi-
nation to another, and such a change in 
valence may lead to hyperdeep electrical 
levels such as donors inside the valence 
band and acceptors inside the conduction 
band. This is in contrast to the traditional 
semiconductors, in which acceptor levels 
usually lie in the lower part of the gap and 
donor levels usually lie in the upper part 
of the gap. Thus the doping physics of spi-
nels is more diffi cult and interesting compared to conventional 
semiconducting materials.  

 1.1. Recent Work on Spinel Doping 

 Previous experimental [  13  ,  15–26  ]  and theoretical attempts [  22  ,  27–31  ]  to 
study doping of such oxides have revealed one interesting feature: 
even when a would-be dopant is successfully introduced, the Fermi 
level is often pinned in a narrow energy region in the gap and 
would not shift much when more dopants are added. Therefore, 
sightings of spinels that manifest some free carriers when off-stoi-
chiometric or intentionally doped have been sporadic [  13–15  ,  18  ,  20  ,  32–38  ]  
and unpredictable. Indeed, the type of conductivity (n or p or 
neither), and far more its magnitude, of the vast majority of spi-
nels is still unknown, this being a major impediment for their 
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exploitation as electronic materials. Attempts have been previ-
ously made [  13–15  ]  to distill some phenomenological expectations 
from the few known examples, establishing what makes a spinel 
n- or p- type. It was thought that (i) oxygen vacancy V(O) is the 
cause of n-type conductivity, [  14,15  ,  37  ]  as supported by the fact that 
oxygen defi ciency is correlated with electron conductivity, and that 
(ii) cation vacancy V(A) or V(B) is the cause of p-type conductivity, 
as supported by the general knowledge that cation vacancies are 
usually acceptors. Concomitantly, it was thought that (iii) excess 
of the high-valent cation (e.g., III in III 2 -II-VI 4 ) will enhance 
n-typeness and defeat p-typeness [  28  ,  39  ]  of a spinel because III-on-II 
substitution is expected to be an electron-producing (hole-killing) 
donor. iii) Interstitial defects in the closed pack spinel structure 
are tought to be unlikely and hence do not affect its electrical 
properties. [  40,41  ]  Extra cation in an interstitial position lead to 
metal–metal bonding or metal–oxygen underbonding, [  42  ]  hence 
energetically they are diffi cult to form. These phenomenological 
      Figure  1 .     Showing the number of defects (logarithmic scale) of A, B, and O vacancies com-
pared to number of anti-sites defects. The top panel (A) corresponds to the the most oxidizing 
condition (compound to be in equlibrium with binary oxides of B cation) and the bottom panel 
(B) to the most reducing condition at a typical growth temperature of 700  ° C. It is to be noted 
that the most oxidizing condition where in most of cases the compound exist in equilibrium 
with the oxgyen molecule is very hard to realize. In such oxidizing conditions cation-related 
defects in some compounds such as Rh 2 ZnO 4  and Cr 2 MnO 4  become comparable with the 
donor type A-on-B anti-site defects, however overall defect physics remain dominated by 
acceptor type anti-site B-on-A. Further, not every compound exist in reducing condition such 
that they are in equilibrium with one or both of the metallic cations. For example, the Co 2 ZnO 4  
in the maximally reducing condition is limited by formation of Co 3 O 4  and ZnO, where as for 
other compounds it is limited by formation of one or both of the metal ions.  
principles have been guiding the search 
and optimization of doped spinels, but with 
little success. Previous fi rst-principle calcula-
tions [  22  ,  28  ]  were limited to a few specifi c com-
pounds, and no attempts have been made so 
far to extract general understanding and gen-
eral rules of doping in this family of oxides.   

 1.2. Present Realizations 

 Using an extensive set of fi rst-principles cal-
culations of defect formation energies, ioni-
zation levels, and carrier concentration as a 
function of temperature and oxygen pressure, 
we found a different physical picture, namely 
that the anti-sites are much more abundant 
in spinels than the vacancies or interstitials. 
This fi nding implies different practical design 
principles to guide doping in spinels. 

 i) Oxygen vacancies are not the leading 
cause of n-type conduction in most of the 
spinels, nor are cation vacancies the lead-
ing cause of p-type conduction. Generally, 
oxides differ greatly in their propensity to 
form oxygen vacancies. For example, ZnO 
is an oxide having as many as 10 19  cm  − 3  
oxygen vacancies in favorable oxygen-
poor (reducing) conditions. [  43  ]  In contrast, 
the absolute majority of the typical spi-
nels shown in  Figure    1   have less than 
10 16  cm  − 3  oxygen vacancies even in reduc-
ing condition, as predicted by the forma-
tion energy of the defect calculated using 
the fi rst principles and the thermodynamic 
simulations assuming the thermal equilib-
rium and taking into account the confi gu-
rational entropy that arises due to different 
ways of arranging the defects among 
the available number of sites. The only 
exceptions in Figure  1  that do manifest 
© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag Gmwileyonlinelibrary.com
a high concentration of V(O), comparable to the concentra-
tion of anti-site donors are Ga 2 ZnO 4  and Cr 2 MnO 4  but the 
corresponding donor levels are energetically deep so oxygen 
vacancy is not the leading cause of n-type conductivity, even 
in these two spinel oxides (for example, the V(O) is double 
donor (0/2 + ) meaning the energy where V(O) changes from 
having charge  q   =  0 to  q   =   + 2 in Ga 2 ZnO 4  and it occurs at 
 E  c  – 2.4 eV, whereas in Cr 2 MnO 4  its a single donor (0/1 + ) 
meaning the energy where V(O) changes from having charge 
 q   =  0 to  q   =   + 1 and it occurs at  E  c  – 2.8 eV, with  E  c  being the 
short-hand notation for conduction band minimum). Similar 
to the oxygen vacancy, cation vacancies are not the leading 
source of p-type behavior, as can be seen from the survey of 
V(A) and V(B) vacancy concentrations in Figure  1 . In a few 
spinels, such as Fe 2 FeO 4 , it has been shown experimentally 
that oxygen vacancies are not the main defects. [  44,45  ]  Since 
oxygen, cation vacancies, and interstitial defects are not the 
bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Funct. Mater. 2011, 21, 4493–4501
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main defects that control the dopability of spinel oxides, they 
will not be discussed further in this paper.  

 ii) Metal-on-metal anti-site substitutions are the leading cause 
of atomic disorder in spinel. Figure  1  illustrates this doping 
principle, showing that generally metal anti-sites are more 
prevalent than vacancies. One possible reason is that both 
cations in spinels have similar orbital radii, [  2  ]  and therefore it 
is energetically less costly to substitute one cation by the other 
and emit or absorb a carrier than to create a metal vacancy 
and to repair broken bonds. In the most oxidizing condition, 
in compound like Rh 2 ZnO 4  and Cr 2 MnO 4  (where the most 
oxidizing condition is defi ned by Rh 2 ZnO 4  to be in equilib-
rium with RhO 2  and ZnO, and Cr 2 MnO 4  to be in equilibrium 
with Mn 3 O 4  and Cr 2 O 3 ), cation vacancies becomes compara-
ble with donor-type anti-site defects, A-on-B. However such an 
oxidizing condition is diffi cult to realize in practice, and even 
if one manages to achieve such condition by applying external 
pressure, then the overall defect is dominated by acceptor-
type anti-site B-on-A. However, typically these compounds are 
grown often at higher temperature using binaries rather then 
the oxygen molecules and metallic ions. [  20  ,  46  ]  In such condi-
tions the number of cation vacancies decreases and anti-site 
defects becomes dominant as can be seen in Figure  1 B. When 
the respective anti-site ionization levels reside in the band 
gap, cation anti-site is also the main promoters of conductiv-
ity. Cation anti-sites will be discussed in greater detail below. 

 These two new and surprising rules that emerge from this 
study open the way to deliberate design and discovery of novel 
electronic materials from the large and previously untapped 
group of spinels. For example, we have shown that engineered 
excess of the lower-valent cation (e.g., II in III 2 -II-VI 4 ) enhances 
p-typeness in one class of spinels (for example Rh 2 ZnO 4  and 
Co 2 ZnO 4  [  47  ] ), whereas it has practically no effect in other classes 
of spinels (for example Al 2 MgO 4 ). This difference refl ects the 
tendency of the donor level associated with substitution of the 
high-valent cation on the site of the low-valent cation to be inside 
the valence band (Co 2 ZnO 4  and Rh 2 ZnO 4 ), deep in the band gap 
(Cr 2 MnO 4 ), or shallow in the band gap but compensated by a 
shallow acceptor (Al 2 MgO 4 ). We will explain these spinel doping 
rules by means of detailed calculations in the rest of this paper.    

 2. Methods of Calculation 

 We have used the supercell approach within the density func-
tional theory (DFT) to calculate for 40 A 2 BO 4  spinel compounds: 

 i) The formation enthalpy  Δ  H ( E  F ,  μ  ) of various point defects as 
a function of the Fermi energy  E  F  in the band gap and the 
chemical potential   μ   of the constituent elements 

 ii) the associated acceptor and donor transition energies  E ( q / q ′) 
between charge states  q  and  q ′, (cf., Figure  4 , Figure  5 , and 
Figure  6  in Section 3.4. and 3.5); 

 iii) the defect concentration (c.f. Figure  1 ) 
 iv) the equilibrium Fermi energy  E  F ( T ,  μ  ). The method of 

calculating the formation energy is described by Lany and 
Zunger [  48  ]  and that for calculating equilibrium Fermi energy 
and defect concentration has been described in detail by 
Biswas et al. [  49  ]  The method that is used to calculate the 
© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmAdv. Funct. Mater. 2011, 21, 4493–4501
formation energy has been tested in serveal cases, [  50–54  ]  in-
cluding ZnO and GaAs, [  48  ,  55  ]  In 2 O 3 , [  56  ]  and Cu 2 O. [  57  ]  

 In the following we discuss briefl y how each of aforemen-
tioned quantities is computed including the correction beyond 
standard DFT total energy calculations.  

 2.1. Calculation of the Formation Enthalpy 

 To calculate the formation energy in supercell approach, one 
fi rst considers a system in thermodynamic equilibrium with the 
reservoir, with which it exchanges atoms to create defects. Then 
the formation energy of a neutral defect can be calculated as the 
sum of energy difference between total energy of a supercell 
with a defect and without a defect, and the difference between 
the chemical potential of the removed and added atom. For the 
charged defect we further assume the system to be in equilib-
rium with the charge reservoir, i.e., the Fermi sea. We then add 
the chemical potential of an electron, i.e., the energy of Fermi 
sea  E  F  above the top of valance band maxima (VBM), when 
charges are removed from the system, as in the case of donors 
or subtract  E  F , and when charges are added to the system, as in 
the case of the acceptors. The obtained formation energy of the 
charged defect has to be corrected. 

 i) Correction for the fi nite supercell size effect and potential 
alignment effect: To accurately calculate the formation energy 
for the charged defect in the limit of dilute defect concentra-
tion we explicitly calculate the contribution to the formation 
energy due to interaction of a charge with its image in the 
periodic system. We use the screened Madelung energy of a 
point charge compensated by a jellium background, as sug-
gested by Leslie and Gillian, [  58  ]  and the extension due to Mak-
ov and Payne, [  59  ]  who suggested to include an additional term 
that account for the interaction between the delocalized part 
of defect-induced charges with the screened point-charge 
of images to fully take into account the interaction between 
charges and their periodic images. The dielectric constant 
that determines screening is calculated by using density 
functional perturbation. [  60  ]  Further, the reference potential 
between the cell containing the defect and the cell without a 
defect has been aligned explicitly considering the difference 
between the average potential at PAW radii in the defect-free 
host and defect-containing cell. 

 ii) The Moss–Burstein-type [  61,62  ]  band fi lling effect plays a role in 
the determination of the formation energy for both charged 
and neutral defect. This effect arises due to electrons occupy-
ing the bottom of the conduction band (CBM) instead of the 
donor level, and holes occupying the top of the valence band 
maxima (VBM) instead of the acceptor level. This effect is in-
cluded by taking the difference between the sums of energy of 
the occupied bands above the host CBM and  E  c  or the unoccu-
pied bands below the host VBM and  E  v , including a potential-
alignment effect in the full Brillouin zone, as described by Lany 
and Zunger. [  48  ]  It has been shown by Lany and Zunger [  48  ,  55  ]  
that formations energies calculated in the fi nite-size supercell, 
including aforementioned corrections, accurately represent 
the formation energy of a defect in infi nite system.   
bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 4495wileyonlinelibrary.com
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 2.2. Acceptor and Donor Transistion Energy 

 i) The associated acceptor and donor transition energie E(q/q′) 
between two charge states q and q′: Once the accurate forma-
tion energy is calculated for each charge state of a defect in a 
cell, the transition energy can be easily calculated by dividing 
the difference between the defect formation energies between 
two charge defects by their charge difference, as described by 
Paudel and Lambrecht. [  63  ]  We then correct the position of the 
transition levels taking into account the DFT band gap error 
GGA + U approximation. 

 ii) DFT band gap error: It is well known in DFT that the band 
gap is underestimated, as the valence band minimum (VBM) 
lies too high and the conduction band minimum (CBM) lies 
too low with respect to vacuum conditions. We correct the 
position of VBM to a large extent by adding Hubbard “U” 
to the transition metal d-orbital and approximate the CBM 
by introducing a-posteriori an arbitrary shift of 1 eV on the 
top of GGA + U CBM. The shift of the CBM by 1 eV rep-
resents the typical magnitude of the band gap underestima-
tion of GGA + U calculations for the compounds considered 
in our work. This a-posteriori correction of CBM mostly 
affects shallow donors that are usually associated with the 
Moss–Burstein shift, as they are expected to follow CBM. 
Thus, we shift the transition levels of shallow donors along 
with the conduction band. Deep donors are left as calculated 
in the GGA + U level, as they are not expected to follow the 
CBM. Here, we would like to stress that the shift we employed 
for moving up CBM is unphysical. However no matter what 
the real band gap correction is, the deep transition levels are 
expected to remain the same, whereas shallow donors would 
move up in such a way that the difference between the band 
edge and the transition level will remain constant.   

 2.3. Defect Concentrations 

 Defect concentrations are calculated by minimizing the Gibbs 
free energy of defective cells with respect to the concentration of 
defects, assuming  Δ  H  is independent of the defect concentration, 
and only the confi gurational entropy resulting from different 
ways of arranging defects among the available numbers of sites 
is taken into account. The defect concentrations (cf., Figure  1 ) 
at the equilibrium Fermi energy  E  F ( T ,  μ  ) in semiconductors is 
the function of number of carriers at a given temperature and 
chemical potential. The number of carriers is contributed by the 
ionized defects, which in-turn is determined by the position of 
the equilibrium Fermi energy  E  F ( T ,  μ  ). Hence, we calculate self-
 consistently the number of defects, the equilibrium Fermi energy 
 E  F ( T ,  μ  ), and the carrier density by requiring overall charge neu-
trality in the system as described by Biswas et al. [  49  ]  

  Computational parameters:  Density functional theory (DFT) 
band structure approach as implemented in VASP code [  51,52  ]  
is used with PAW [  53  ]  and PBE pseudopotential. [  54  ]  Exchange 
and correlation effects beyond GGA are treated in a rotation-
ally invariant GGA + U formalism, [  55  ]  with U determined in 
such a way that it correctly reproduces the relative stability 
of competing binaries. [  56  ]  Defect calculations are performed 
by a supercell approach. Our supercell consists of  N (A 2 BO 4 ) 
© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlagwileyonlinelibrary.com
cubic unit cells with  N   =  8 (a total of 56 atoms) and 2  ×  2  ×  
2 Monkhorst-Pack [  56  ]   k -points with a kinetic energy cutoff of 
340 eV and oxygen soft pseudopotentials. In a few materials, 
such as Co 2 ZnO 4 , Rh 2 ZnO 4 , and Al 2 MgO 4 , we checked the 
convergence of the formation energy using 112 atom super-
cells including corrections and 4  ×  4  ×  4  k -points and found 
the formation energy of a defect to converge within 0.01 eV.    

 3. Results  

 3.1. Structural Considerations 

 At T  =  0 K A 2 BX 4  spinels appear in either normal or inverse struc-
tural form. At low temperature, both normal and inverse spinels 
are found in ordered phase. In the ordered-normal phase (space 
group Fd3m) the A-cation (high–valent in–out notation) resides on 
the octahedral (O h ) site that is coordinated by six oxygen atoms, 
whereas the B-cation (low-valent in our notation) resides on the 
tetrahedral (T d ) site that is coordinated by four oxygen atoms. In 
this structure the system is a closed-shell insulator. In the ordered-
inverse spinel (space group P4 1 22) the A-cation is distributed 
equally between the T d  and O h  sites, whereas all of the B-cation 
resides on the O h  site. It has recently been shown [  64  ]  that the prefer-
ence between ordered-normal and ordered-inverse is determined 
by the “anion displacement parameter”  u  (obtainable from energy 
minimization or diffraction experiments), that also decides the 
position of oxygen atoms with respect to their neighboring cations. 

 At fi nite temperature, there are two different channels of 
disorder. The fi rst is the confi gurational disorder with perfect 
stoichiometry: In this case the A:B:O ratio is still 2:1:4, but 
cations are swapped between O h  and T d , as described by the 
general formula [A 2 −   λ    B   λ   ](A   λ    B 1 −   λ   )O 4  with an inversion parameter 
(0 <   λ   < 1), where   λ   defi nes the degree of inversion and square 
and round brackets denote [octahedral] and (tetrahedral) sites, 
respectively. This confi gurational entropy effect causes two 
different order–disorder phase transitions at perfect stoichiometry 
depending on the starting confi guration: a) continuous 
transition between ordered-normal to disordered-dual (both 
Fd3m but   λ   increases from zero towards 2/3, creating B-on-O h  
and A-on-T d  structures); b) fi rst-order transition from ordered-
inverse (P4 1 22) to disordered-inverse (Fd3m). Here   λ   stays 1 but 
the occupancy of the O h  sites get randomized. This is followed 
by second-order phase transition from the disordered-inverse 
to disordered-dual (both Fd3m but   λ   decreases from 1 towards 
2/3). The second channel of disorder is change of stoichiometry, 
where the A:B:O ratio is altered from 2:1:4. 

 Both the cation disorder and the non-stoichiometry can cause 
doping in the materials. We focus on the doping, irrespective 
whether the compound is non-stoichiometric or stoichiometric 
with disorder in the cation sub-lattices at fi nite temperature.   

 3.2. Two broad doping classes: Compensated vs. 
Uncompensated Spinels 

 Our calculations show that doping behavior due to cross-
 substitutions can be classifi ed into two broad groups that con-
tain compensated and noncompensated defects ( Figure    2  ), which 
 GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Funct. Mater. 2011, 21, 4493–4501
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      Figure  2 .     Two broad groups due to relative position of anti-site transition levels. In the fi rst group 
(a), the Fermi level is pinned to a narrow region by a negative feedback mechanism, while in the 
second group (b) the movement of the Fermi level is unrestricted to a wide region. If donor level 
is below VBM,  E  F  can be moved all the way below VBM (good for p-type doping), similarly if the 
acceptor level is above CBM,  E  F  can be moved above CBM (good for n-type doping).   
is further subdivided into four doping types, depending on the 
positions of the defect energy levels with respect to band edges 
( Figure    3  ). Compensated defects occur in materials where cross-
substitution causes the donor level to be above the acceptor level 
(Figure  2 a), and uncompensated defects occur when the acceptor 
level is above the donor level (Figure  2 b). In the former case of 
donor-above-acceptor (Figure  2 a), the Fermi energy can be pinned 
into a narrow range because of a negative feedback mechanism 
that counteracts intentional doping. We call materials with pinned 
Fermi level doping-type 1 (DT-1) materials. As shown in Figure  2 a, 
right panel, in DT-1 materials, intentional n-type doping will initially 
shift the Fermi level  up  in the gap, causing an easier formation of 
native hole-producing acceptors such as B 2 +  -on-O h  due to lowering 
of their formation energy (and a less-easy formation of A 3 +  -on-T d  
donors), thus shifting the Fermi energy  down  in the band gap. Con-
versely, intentional attempts of p-type doping of such a material 
would initially shift  E  F   down  the gap, but this will cause the easier 
fromation of native electron-producing donors such as A 3 +  -on-T d  
due to lowering of their formation energy (and a less-easy forma-
tion of B 2 +  -on-O h  acceptors), thus shifting the Fermi level  up  in the 
© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, WeinAdv. Funct. Mater. 2011, 21, 4493–4501
gap. External dopants will also behave similar 
as the intrinsic dopants. For example, adding 
external n-type dopants to the T d  site will shift 
 E  F  towards the CBM and thus cause formation 
of additional B 2 +  -on-O h  anti-site defects, but 
there is no requirement that an equal amount 
of A 3 +  -on-T d  would form. In fact, the Fermi level 
change in response to external n-type doping 
would even raise the formation energy of A 3 +  -on-
T d , thereby reducing their numbers. The shaded 
green region in Figure  2 a, right panel illustrate 
the narrow range over which such pinning can 
occur in a material with comparable formation 
energy and transition levels of both donors and 
acceptors. Asymmetry in the energetic proper-
ties of defects may cause this narrow region to 
move closer to one of the band edges or even 
inside of the band, as will be discussed below 
in more details. In the case of acceptor-above-
donor (Figure  2 b, right panel), the Fermi level 
movement is essentially unrestricted. We call 
such materials doping-type 4 (DT-4) materials 
(see Figure  3 ). It is also possible that one defect 
is compensated and the opposite-charge defect 
is uncompensated. In these cases, the Fermi 
level movement is only partially restricted by 
either electrically active acceptors or electrically 
active donors. Such materials make good p-type 
or n-type semiconductors, and we call them 
doping-type 2 (DT-2) and doping-type 3 (DT-3) 
materials (see Figure  3 ), respectively. Four 
doping types of spinels are summarized in 
Figure  3  and will be discussed in more details 
in the following sections.     

 3.3. Heuristic Relation Between the 
Valence and the Electrical Character 
of Anti-Site-Substitution 
 The defect energy levels in Figure  3  are related to the ability 
of atoms to switch their valence when moved from their home 
base. The atoms that do switch their valence have extremely 
deep energy levels that are electrically neutral (for example 
donors in DT-2, acceptors in DT-3, or both in DT-4). The atoms 
that do not switch their valence have much shallower energy 
levels, capable of releasing electrons or holes and capable of 
compensating other charged defects (for example acceptors in 
DT-2, donors in DT-3, or both in DT-1). The chemical heuristics 
that decides the electrical character of the anti-site defect levels 
are based on the valence of atoms is as follows: 

 i) If the A-cation (which is high-valent on its O h  home-base in nor-
mal spinel) remains high-valent when it is moved from an O h  to 
a T d  site, then such cross-substitution to A 3 +  -on-T d  would lead to a 
donor level, capable of releasing electrons. 

 ii) Conversely, if A lowers its valence when it is moved from an 
O h  to a T d  site, then such a substitution to A 2 +  -on-T d  would be 
electrically neutral. 

 iii) Similarly, if the B-cation, (which is low-valent on its T d  home 
heim 4497wileyonlinelibrary.com
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     Figure  3 .     Schematic depiction of the energetic order of the donor A-on-T d  
(red) and the acceptor B-on-O h  (blue). This leads to four DTs with doping char-
acteristics being “compensated” (c), p-type (p), n-type (n), or intrinsic (i).  
base in a normal spinel) remains low-valent when it is moved 
from a T d  to an O h  site, then such a substitution to B 2 +  -on-O h  
could lead to an acceptor level, capable of releasing holes. 

 iv) Finally, if B raises its valence when it is moved from a T d  to an 
O h  site, then such substitution to B 3 +  -on-O h  will be electrically 
neutral. 

 In the remaining part of this paper we will use DFT 
      Figure  4 .     Calculated anti-site transition levels in various spinel oxides belonging to class DT-1. 
The VBM of each of the compound is set to zero in the plot.  
calculations of the donor and acceptor levels 
without relying on the chemical heuristic rules 
stated above. If a donor transition levels falls 
into the valence band then it is electrically inac-
tive. If an acceptor transition levels falls into 
the conduction band then it is also electrically 
inactive. These are the fi rst-principles physical 
counterpart of the chemical heuristic rules.   

 3.4. Donor Above Acceptor: Doping Type 1 

 In DT-1, for many different spinels calculated 
using DFT, we fi nd that A 3 +  -on-T d  forms a 
donor in the gap located energetically above the 
B 2 +  -on-O h  acceptor, as shown in  Figure    4  . The 
donor-above-acceptor order of energy levels 
causes pinning (“locking”) of the Fermi level 
via compensation, as explained above and 
shown in Figure  2 a. Such Fermi level locking, 
however, does not mean that there could be no 
© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag 8 wileyonlinelibrary.com
free carriers .  The balance of carriers, whether n-type prevails over 
p-type or vice versa, depends critically on the relative concentration 
of the two anti-sites and on the position of their energy levels with 
respect to the band edges. We distinguish the following generic 
behaviors: 

 i) If the number of the A 3 +  -on-T d  donors and B 2 +  -on-O h  accep-
tors are comparable than: a) one expects net n-type behavior as 
exemplifi ed by materials like In 2 CdO 4  and Ga 2 ZnO 4  (Figure  4 ) 
if the donor level lies closer to the CBM than the acceptor level 
is to the VBM. These are n-type compensated spinels. b) If the 
acceptor level lies closer to VBM than the donor level is to the 
CBM, signaling that the energy to ionize the acceptor is smaller 
than that needed to ionize the donor, (a case we call DT-1(p)), 
and exemplifi ed by Co 2 FeO 4 , a net p-type behavior might be 
expected. We call these materials p-type compensated spinels. 
c) Finally, if the donor level position of the CBM is approximate-
ly equal to the acceptor level position of the VBM and if they lie 
either around the band edges, as exemplifi ed by Al 2 MgO 4  and 
Sc 2 CdO 4 , or at the mid gap, exemplifi ed by Fe 2 CoO 4 , we have 
an electrically inactive intrinsic compensated spinel. 

 ii) However, if the number donor defects far exceeds the number 
of acceptors: a) net n-type behavior is expected when the donor 
is shallow, as exemplifi ed by Fe 2 ZnO 4,  Fe 2 MgO 4  and In 2 MnO 4 , 
or even if it is relatively deep compared to the acceptor; b) net 
insulating behavior is expected when donor is really deep; and 
similarly, if the number of acceptors far exceeds the number of 
donors, then: c) net p-type behavior is expected when the ac-
ceptor is shallow, as exemplifi ed by In 2 FeO 4  and Ga 2 FeO 4 , or 
if it is relatively deep compared to the donor, as exemplifi ed by 
Ga 2 FeO 4 ; and d) insulating behavior is expected when acceptor 
is really deep as exemplifi ed by Ga 2 MnO 4  and Sc 2 MnO 4 .  

 n-Typeness in this family of compounds can be enhanced by 
growing the compounds in an A-rich environment, as it promotes A 
substituting B in T d  sites, creating electrons. Similary p-typeness can 
be enhanced by growing the compounds in a B-rich environment, 
as it promotes B substituting A in O h  sites, creating holes. Further-
more, extrinsic doping in these spinels is unlikely to be effective: 
GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Funct. Mater. 2011, 21, 4493–4501
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      Figure  5 .     Calculated anti-sites transition levels for various spinel oxides of DT-2. The VBM of 
each of the compound is set to zero in the plot.  
 i) If the Fermi level pinning occurs inside the 
gap as shown in many spinels including 
Al 2 MgO 4 , Ga2ZnO 4 , and Ga 2 CdO 4  (crossing 
of donor and acceptor formation energies, 
cf., Figure  2 ), the intrinsic compensating 
anti-site defect forms spontaneously and an-
nihilates the effect of extrinsic doping. 

 ii) If the Fermi level pinning occurs inside 
the conduction or valence band, the intrin-
sic doping is already large and extrinsic 
doping is less relevant. 

 Overall, theoretically ,  DT-1 spinels have both 
donor and acceptor anti-sites levels in the gap 
in a specifi c order, as discussed above. They can 
be n-type, p-type, or insulating, and external 
doping would have a limited effect on the car-
rier concentration due to Fermi level pinning. 
Heuristically, spinels belonging to this group 
are distinguished by two cations that preserve 

their valences irrespective of the lattice sites they are on. Examples 
of such cations are A 3 +    =  Al, Ga, In, and B 2 +    =  Mg, Zn, Cd.   

 3.5. Acceptor Above Donor: Doping Types 2, 3, and 4 

 In DT-2, DT-3, and DT4, the Fermi level is not locked to a 
narrow region, because one of the defect levels is unable to 
compensate the other on account of its ionization energy being, 
for example, resonant within the continuum of energy states, 
and thus the defect is electrically inactive. 

 i) In DT-2 (p), the A 3 + _ on-T d  donor lies not only below the accep-
tor, but the donor is actually resonant within the valence band, 
as shown in  Figure    5  . Materials with high-lying VBM energies 
(relative to vacuum), such as those that have nonbonding char-
acter of the VBM, are more likely to show DT-2 behavior where 
      Figure  6 .     Calculated anti-site transition levels of various spinel oxides of the DT-4. The VBM of 
each of the compound is set to zero in the plot. Note that in Ir 2 CdO 4  and Co 2 CuO 4  the donor 
level lies just below the acceptor level, close to VBM. They indeed are the borderline com-
pounds and could easily be either DT-2, if donor levels would be slightly deeper and fall below 
VBM, or DT-1, if the donor level would be slightly shallower and lie above the acceptor level.  
the donor is swamped by the valence band. 
Such materials are likely to be good p-type 
conductors. In DT-2, B 2 +  -on-O h  is a hole-pro-
ducing acceptor, unopposed by a compen-
sating donor. Heuristically, materials with A 
on T d  sites are electrically inactive and could 
correspond to A-cations that are 3 +  on their 
O h  home-site but become effectively 2 +  on 
the T d  site without donating the difference 
charge to the conduction band. This effect 
was recently experimentally studied on the 
example of Co in Co 2 ZnO 4 . [  47  ] 

   ii) In DT-3 (n) the B 2 +  -on-O h  acceptor level is 
not only above the donor level, but is ac-
tually resonant in the conduction band. 
Thus, A 3 +  -on-T d  is an electron-producing 
donor, unopposed by a compensating ac-
ceptor. Materials with low-lying CBM (rela-
tive to vacuum), such as indium-contain-
ing materials, are more likely to be DT-3, 
as the conduction band can swamp the ac-
ceptor level. Heuristically, materials with 
B-on-O h  being electrically inactive could 
© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmAdv. Funct. Mater. 2011, 21, 4493–4501
correspond to B-cations that are 2 +  on their T d  home site but 
become effectively 3 +  on the O h  sites. First-principles calcula-
tions were so far unable to fi nd rigorous examples of DT-3 
(n) within the spinels studied here, even within the indium-
based spinels. The reason is probably that in wide band gap 
semiconductors, such as spinels, it is diffi cult to fi nd materi-
als with acceptor states that are suffi ciently high in energy to 
be resonant with the conduction band. If such a spinel with a 
low-lying CBM can be identifi ed, it would be very good n-type 
conductor. 

 iii) In DT-4 both donor and acceptor levels are very deep, in 
fact so deep that the donor level lies below the acceptor level 
and that both of them are far from the corresponding band 
edges. Results of the fi rst principles calculations are shown in 
 Figure    6   and illustrate some DT-4 cases. This behavior leads to 
no electrical compensation and unrestricted movement of the 
bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 4499wileyonlinelibrary.com
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Fermi level, as shown in Figure  2 b, and such materials could 
in principle be doped both n- and p-type. Heuristically, DT-4 
behavior is expected when both A 3 +   and B 2 +   atoms switch 
their oxidation states to 2 +  and 3 + , when moved to T d  and O h  
sites, respectively.     

 4. Conclusion 

 By using fi rst-principle defect calculation in a high-throughput 
manner, we show that the anti-site defects control the electrical 
properties in A 2 BO 4  spinels. We systematize them according to 
their transitions levels and found rules that determine the doping 
in the spinel. We found that spinel oxides can be categorized into 
four doping types (DTs): i) the donor-above-acceptor type in which 
both are in the gap, i.e., both are electrically active and compen-
sated (DT-1); ii) the acceptor-above-donor type in which only the 
acceptor is in the gap, i.e., only the acceptor is electrically active 
(DT-2); iii) the acceptor-above-donor type in which only the donor 
is in the gap, i.e., only the donor is electrically active (DT-3); and 
iv) the acceptor-above-donor type in which both are in the gap, i.e., 
both donor and acceptor are electrically active but not compensated 
(DT-4). External doping in the DT-1 materials leads to compensa-
tion, whereas in DT-2, DT-3, and DT-4 it lead to enhancement in 
number of carriers upon doping with the suitable dopants. These 
simple classifi cation combined with the information about the 
response of system to the external doping provide a simple way to 
design a material with desired electrical properties.  
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